
  +923065746418   ammadkhalidbutt@gmail.com   Rawalpindi | Pakistan

Education
F.U.A.A.S.T
BSCS, Computer Science |
Islamabad
March 2017 | 3.2 CGPA

Punjab College of Science and
Technology
F.sc (Pre-Engineering), Science |
Rawalpindi
July 2007  | 63%

New Siddique Public School
Matriculation, Biological Sciences
| Rawalpindi
July 2005  | 69%

Certifications
.NET MVC
Evision Training Centre,
Rawalpindi
Starting May 2017

Skills
Entity Framework

ASP.NET

SQL

C#

Object-Oriented
Programming (OOP)

SQL Server (Microsoft)

HTML5

Web Applications

jQuery

Bootstrap

Time Management

Database Design

JavaScript

Industry
Software & Web Development

Languages
Urdu - Native
English - Medium
Punjabi - Medium

Hobbies
Jogging
Learning
Table tennis
Cricket
Meditating

Ammad Butt
33 years old
.Net Developer / Dot Net Developer @ Centangle Interactive

Summary

Detail-oriented and self-driven .NET Developer with a proven track record of success in
developing and implementing web-based solutions, maintaining and updating web applications,
and improving the whole programming process. Web Development Professional with a deep
passion for technology, extensive technological expertise, and well-developed teamwork abilities.

Specialities

.net core

80%

Entity
Framework

80%

ASP.NET

80%

SQL

80%

Git

60%

→ Work Experience

64 Months Jan 2018 - Present Lead .Net Developer / Dot Net Developer
Centangle Interactive

Used  ASP.NETCORE , ASP.NET, C#, and JavaScript to design and develop new sites and web-
based solutions, both front end and back end.
Designed ASP.NET application for linkage to SQL, Mongo & Postgress databases.
Trouble-shot and fixed any threads and bugs.
Communicated with clients to provide knowledge, expertise, and support, ensuring that their
requirements were fully met.
Increased client satisfaction.
Updated and managed existing products and provided beneficial technical support to clients
and colleagues.
Analyzed development process and made recommendations for streamlining and alternative
approaches.
Worked on the improvement of all programming procedures in order to make the whole
software development process more effective.
Performed other duties as assigned.

2 Months May 2017 - Jul 2017 Intern
PTCL

I was assigned to make a web portal for Task Management using ASP.NET MVC, which was supposed
to manage teams, projects & their relative Tasks.

→ Projects

Jul 2021 - Nov 2021 White Oak
Centangle Interactive

Tools: Visual Studio 2019, Microsoft SMSS, Nuget, Github, Open Project, Swagger

This project was developed for White Oak, who provide services for maintainance checkups. It is a
simple system which allows them to keep track of their tasks and Supervisors, whome the tasks are
assigned. Each task contains a questionnaire, which the supervisor has to fill in along with
attachments and issues. A backend dashboard was developed along with an API for mobile
application.



→ Projects

Jan 2021 - Mar 2021 DICE Discussion
Centangle Interactive

Tools: Visual Studio 2019, Microsoft SMSS, Nuget, BitBucket, Trello, Docker, Swagger

This was a microservice which provided a forum for discussion to all the users. Users can create a post and other users can react, comment or
report the shared post. User can also create polls for other users to comment on. Users can also subscribe to any topic and receive latest posts
and polls related to the subscribed posts. 

Jan 2020 - Jul 2021 Pipe Math
Centangle Interactive

Tools:

pipemath.com

Visual Studio 2019, Microsoft SSMS 2018, Nuget, FileZilla, Gitlab, Toggl.

PipeMath Inc. is incorporated in Alberta, Canada in 2017. It is developed to bring accuracy and efficiency in performing engineering
calculations and analysis. Due to research-oriented culture cultivated in the organization, to elevate the engineering skills around the globe by
sharing knowledge and following up-to-date design practices in the industry driven by research and development.

Lab Management System - Centangle Interactive

Tools: Visual Studio 2017, Microsoft SMSS, Nuget, BitBucket, Trello.

A management system was required by Abdul Sattar Labs, to manage their patients, tests, test reports, panels and payments across tests. A
login protected system was required which would have allowed different users to add, verify and validate a test result. This system is designed
as a SASS based application. An accounting section was also incorporated to manage invoices, payments, cash and pending payments.
Extensive reporting was provided for Lab Tests, Lab Reports, Tests etc. Email and SMS were integrated to notify on user creation, test creation
and test report.

All in One - Centangle Interactive

Tools: Visual Studio 2017, Microsoft SMSS, Nuget, BitBucket.

A management system was required by a foreign client for their salon, to manage their clients, stylists across different branches. System was
supposed to keep schedule of stylists, their attendance and availability. A client was supposed to register and login and book an appointment
by checking availability of their selected stylist. Multiple treatments were required to start at one time. Invoice and wallet were also included in
the requirement. A utility was also required to import clients using an excel file.

Helpage MIS - Centangle Interactive

Tools: Visual Studio 2017, Microsoft SMSS, Nuget.

A MIS was required by Helpage, to manage their projects and beneficiaries in different parts of the country. They required a system that could
provide them a report of the number of beneficiaries across projects, genders, thematic areas, services and disabilities. A login protected
system was required which would have allowed different users to add, verify and validate a beneficiary. A utility was also required to import
beneficiaries using an excel file. Extensive reporting was required across multiple parameters.
 

Attendance System - Centangle Interactive

Tools: Visual Studio 2017, Microsoft SMSS, Nuget.

An attendance system was required by CIS Islamabad, to manage attendances of all their employees, working in different countrywide
branches. System included taking attendances using a biometric fingerprint scanner. This system was also required to manage all the kinds
of leaves provided by CIS. Multiple reports for Attendance and Leaves were also part of the system.
System also allowed Administrator to import multiple users using an Excel file.
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